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Hey, can you sign this…?

0xfb0f3ee10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000002000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000260cb031

8b6000000000000000000000000000544bb9000af946ec304a154a4ac1663bac3

dbe23000000000000000000000000004c00500000ad104d7dbd00e3ae0a5c0056

0c00000000000000000000000000e61e0fe5e16f4a06d1e38a53eaa4f43ce89ad

19c00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000009

ba000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000002

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000633c2c140

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000633c3a2400

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000360

c6ebe0000000000000000000000000000000000000000729844a0b04185880000

007b02230091a7ed01230072f7006a004d60a8d4e71d599b8104250f000000000

07b02230091a7ed01230072f7006a004d60a8d4e71d599b8104250f0000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000020000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000024000000000

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000002e0000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000020000000000

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000010e931dd2180000000000000

00000000000000000a26b00c1f0df003000390027140000faa719000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000032bb9597648000000000000000

00000000000fd20b97a96d9b15a8878334c79f35a412729e9bd00000000000000

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000004104e4394784cde20

c2077aa140e5ce67aaead45be616928079d07d6c6da93853f0696037dabfe5b94

87ffa92842f633bde2fdd24f4c155784f09584be877bd5451b000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000360c6ebe



Understanding the transaction

Inspecting



What’s in a transaction?

to: who are we calling

data: with what

value: and with how much eth



What’s in a proposal?

to: who are we calling

data: with what

value: and with how much eth



Simulate the transaction

Simulation



How to simulate a tx?

Tenderly

Defender

Blocknative (API only)



What to look for?

Contracts involved

State changes

Events: transfer, approval, roles, 
ownership, upgrades, etc
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What to look for?

Contracts involved

State changes

Events: transfer, approval, roles, 
ownership, upgrades, etc



Dealing with contract upgrades

Upgrades



What does an upgrade tx 
look like?

to: The contract to upgrade

data: Upgrade to a new address



What does an upgrade tx 
look like?

to: The contract to upgrade

data: Upgrade to a new address



Verification is necessary 
but not enough

Etherscan

Sourcify



From source code to deployment

Source code

Associated to a git 
commit. What devs and 
auditors review.

Build artifact

Solidity is compiled into 
bytecode using hardhat or 
truffle. Bytecode is 
affected by compiler 
version and settings.

Address

Bytecode is deployed to 
the chain and gets 
assigned an address. What 
gets executed.



Recompile and compare 
bytecode

Requires scripting knowledge



Continuous integration 
and delivery (CI/CD)

Compilation and deployment should 
be auditable



Let’s make multi-sigs really multi

Wrapping up



Demand transparency & 
auditability

The burden is on the proposer, not the signer



Thank you!

Santiago Palladino
palla.eth

  @smpalladino


